
Gymnastics (10/02/17) 

 

The gymnastics competition was great! At first we 

thought we weren’t going to go because the traffic was 

very bad and everyone was late coming into to school. 

We still made it on time though.  We arrived at 

Bebington High School and it was a really big school. I 

was really nervous before the completion but when it 

was over I wanted to do it all over again. The first 

routine was the vault which was lots of fun. The next 

routine was body management which I liked the best 

and the final routine was the floor routine which I also 

love. Once we had finished we went back into the big 

hall for the presentation. We came third which was a 

big surprise. We are going to Liverpool for the 

Merseyside finals and we are all very excited.                                                                                                    

Tamekka Y4 

 

 

 

 

 



At the competition there was a proper gymnastics floor 

that was really bouncy and made it easier to do our 

routines. The box was also much smaller than the one 

at our school. The whole day was a lot of fun and I 

enjoyed it a lot. The hardest part for me was the body 

management. I was a bit nervous to start with but 

when we had finished I felt really good. There were 16 

schools at the competition and some of them were really 

good. We came third and are going to the finals.                                                  

Charlotte Y4 

 

We arrived at the competition, which was at Bebington 

High School and I felt nervous but as soon as we 

started the competition I felt much better. We all sat in 

the big hall and listened to the competition rules. There 

were lots of children! A lady then came into the hall 

and said we had to do the vault first. After that we did 

body management and then the floor routine. I loved 

body management and my favourite part is flips. We 

are an amazing team when we work together and we 

finished third out of 16 schools.                                                                                                                                       

Crystal Y4 

 

I arrived at the completion with butterflies in my tummy 

but as soon as the competition started I had lots of fun 



and the butterflies disappeared. We all performed really 

well and the whole day was great fun. Mr Hinds 

helped me with my routine and I was worried about 

not remembering it but I remembered everything. It was 

a fantastic day.                                                                                                             

Lily Y4   

 


